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flowered form must be fa1·oured in the struggle for existence, 
when ceasing to develop their useless anthers. Thus or the 
sm1llest-flowered form, varieties \\ith atrophied anthers or neces
sity remained at hst the only survivors. 

Lippstadt, June 17 II. l\IuLLER 
ALL the flowers of the ground ivy (/1.'epda G!t-choma) that I 

have this season examined, from this neighbourhood, ha,·e been 
cf the stamenle,s form described by your corre.;ponclent "S. S. D." 
\Vhile spending a few days at Bath, I could find none but her
m:iphroclite f1011·crs. At Hertford I found both forms, but a 
preponderance of herm:iphrodites. These seem always more or 
less protandrous, and spontaneous self-pollenation is further 
prevented by the unequ:il lengths of the style and stamens. 

Kilderry, Co. Donegal \V. E. HART 

Lotus corniculatus 
MR. W. E. HART(NATURE, June 12) is quite right in correcting 

me on the subject of the fertilis:ition of Lotus corniculalus. It is the 
outer whorl of stamens, those opposite the c:ilyx teeth, which con
tinue to gro1v after the others, and which have their filaments 
dilated at the top so as to thru,t the pollen out of the long sharp 
tube of the keel. I should scarcely have thought it necessary to 
acknowledge his courteous correction, if it were not for the 
foll-1wing question and answer : How is it, then, th:it the pollen 
of the inner :md shorter whorl of stamem, which disch:irge their 
r,ollen at the s1me time as the outer whorl, gets pushed out by 
the filaments of the outer whorl, since the anthers of the inner 
whorl lie below· the summits of the filaments of the outer whorl? 
The answer is curious: In the early Imel, before the anther cdls 
begin to open, the inner whorl i., obviously shorter than the outer 
whorl, so that the anthers of the former lie in a regular row entirely 
below the anthers of the latter, apparently for the convenience of 
close packing in the narrow closed flower. As the anther cells begin 
to open, \\hich is just before the flower opens, the stamtns of the 
inner whorl grow and approach very nearly in height to the 
stamens of the outer whorl; and as they sheJ thtir pollen from 
the summit of the anthers, their pollen comes out above the 
dilated tops of. the filaments of the outer whorl, so that it can 
be pushed forwards by tho;e filaments along with the pollen 
of their own anthers. The fil:iments of the inner whorl then 
,vither and become comp:uati,·ely short, whi!e those of the outer 
whorl continue to gro1v, dilate, and stiffen, so as to do the work 
for all the pollen of both whorls. In the mature opened flower 
the difference between the two whorls becomes mote marked 
than ever. If I am right, lll r. Han's detection of my blunder 
!earls to the notice of a curious instance of economy of space 
and ofmechan"ism. T. H. FARRER 

Abinger, Surrey, June 21 

The Secchi and Respighi Methods 
J:-; the number of NA1 URE for June 12, p. 136, I see that 

you notice the nsults ob::iined in the last eclipse with 
the use of the spectrn,cope for determinir g the first entrance of 
the moon or planet. There seems, hO\,e,·cr, to be some con
fusion in the report. You say that I propose Re,pighi's 
method for first contact, and my own for the last. This 
is not the case. I propose the common Respighi method as 
useful for ol->tainin,: ajirst u•,1r11i11g of the entrance of the planet 
on the chromos,,here. This i, th~ only use I think it po~sible to 
make of it. But the real entrance must be c:btained by my 
method, in which one sees th~ disc of the snn as with a common 
glass, and the line of the cimm,osphere tangent to it, can be 
seen broken at the instant of ccntact, as the ring of Venus is 
broken at its exit from the solar disc. 

You say aho (page 131, col. J) 1hat it is difficult to o"!Jtain a per
fect acjm.tmcnt on ::ccour.t of the inequality of 1he driving-clock. 
If you s:iy so for the common spectroscopic method, I agree 
perfectly with you, because the edge of the disc cannot be sem; 
but with my method this d,lnculty does not exbt. It is not 
more difficult to keep the sun's disc tangent to the chromo
spheric line, than to keep it tani:;ent to a common wire ; the clock 
can help, but it is not necessary to have it in perfect order; even 
with common h:indles one can obtain it. The reason is th:it the 
solar d·sc being perfectly visible, one is greatly helped by the 
edge of the sun itself, while in common methods the edge of the 
sun is not seen. 

Rome, Jun~ 16 P, A. SECCI!I 
P.S -:\lore on this will be found in the AJemolie de!, 

Soc, degli Spellroscopisti Ital. 

Gassendi and the Doctrine of Nat11ral Selection 

No one having yet replied to the question in ll!r. Monro's 
letter (see NATURE, vol. vii. p. 4oz), I venture to hope th:it you 
will give me space for a few rem:uks on Gassendi's physical 
philosophy, and more especially on that part of it germane to 
the subject ,liscussecl by l\Ir. ll!onro. 

The apparent implication of the question referred to is, that an
ticipations of natural selection are to be found in Gassendi's 
,vritings. Allowing to the term its utmost latitude of meaning, this 
does not appear to me to be the case. In his historical sketch of the 
various views which poets and philosophers have held as to the 
origin of things, G1ssendi gives the theory of Empedokles at 
some length, including the passage on the f3av-yutii c!.v~p61rpwpct 
which :\Ir. Monro quotes in his letter. But Gassendi has 
no word of approval for the theory; he classes it with other 
Greek cosmogonies, such as those of Anaximander, Pythagoras, 
&c., and with the Chinese and Hindu cosmoionies as "fabularcs 
sentcntias philosophorum," not less fabulous indeed than the 
poetic fictions of Prometheu~, Deukalion, and. Kadmus. Here, 
too, as well as in other parts of his works, Gassemli blames philo
sophers for ascribing to the action of natural laws effects which he 
regards as direct results of the Divine power. 

Before giving- a bdef summary of Gassendi's own views, I will 
premise th:it it is not easy to disc0ver them with exactitude. 
His works are very voluminous. both the Lyons edition of 1658, 
and the Florence edition of 1728, occupying six bulky and closely 
printed folio volumes. Even the abridgment made by his dis
ciple Ilernier fills seven vols. 12mo. Ordinary histories of 
philosophy give for the mo,t part a very meagre account of the 
French forerunner of Locke; and more comprehensive works, 
like those of Tennemanll, Buhle, :ind D-: Geranclo, deal with 
Ga,semli as a psychologist and a mor.i.li,t rather than as a 
physici,t. Even Dt. \\'hewell, from whom, as the historian of 
the inductil·e sciencfs, more mi~nt 11:ive been expected, makes 
but a fe,v cursory references to the philosopher who was one of 
the euliest anrl most pronounced followers of the ]hconian 
method, :ind who, :ts De Gerando s:iys, "enseignant !es memes 
principes (as Bacon) Jes a mrtout enseignes par rnn exemple." 
The work which; as far as I have seen, gi,·es the most complefe 
account of Ga,sendi as a phpical philosopher i3 Schaller's 
"G,s:hicbte der Naturphilosophie von Uaco bis auf unsere 
Zeit." This writer takes I31con, Hobbes, and Gassendi as the 
typical philosophers of the empirical or a posteriori school of 
natural pl,ilosophy. He devote., about one hunrlred pages to 
the exposition of Gas~endi's physical doctrines, and concludes 
with an elaburate criticism of his atomic thtory. The intrinsic 
obstacles to a precise :ippreciation of Gassendi's views are more 
serious. Not far remove,! from the age of scholasticism he 
exhibit~, in a mociitied degree, two of the distinctive features of 
the schoolmen. their peciantic erudition, and their commenta
torial spirit. The wealth of quotation with which his pages are 
burdened rather than adorned has laid him open to the charge 
"de hisser cto!)ffer scs propres idces sous le poid,; des citations 
empruntees aux ancitns." He better de,erves the fe~ond than 
the fi,st clause of Gibbon's epigrammatic eulogy: "Le meilleur 
philosophe des liltcrateurs, et le me1lleur litterateur des philo
rnphes." A work Iarcely imbuod with the commentatorial 
spirit, as the S_y11tag111a Philosophimm i,, is :ilways morl! valuable 
as a histo,y of philo,ophic opinion than as a source of new 
philosophic thought. Again Gassendi's bent of mind, coupled 
with the exigencies of his position as a Church dignitary, seems 
to me to have precluded his holding opinions of a very decided 
and novel character. True or not, the reason he is said to have 
giHn for adopting the atomism of Epicurus rather than the Car
tesian theory of vortices is ~omewhat characteris1ic; "Chimxra 
for chim.cra 1 c:innot help feeling some partiality for that " ·hich 
is two 1housrnd years old,r than the other." 

In his views as to the origin of thing,, Gassendi is at once an 
atomist and a ~peci:11 creationist. One experiences a certain 
sense of incongruity i": noticing th_e way in which, while follow
ing the Biblical narratIYe for the rn:iin outlines of his doctrin~, 
he fill, in the details from Atomism. In the Leginnin..., there 
was a chaos in which the Deity had intermin;:led in m"':inifold 
confusion atoms, 1nolecule~, cor/uscu!,~ :"ustctilia-, or 1ni11i111a 
naturalia (a phrase borrowed fiom Lucretits) of e\"ery kind, 
celestial and terrestrial, organic and inorganic, animal and yege
tal. Upon these atoms had been impreised peculiar motions 
and affinities. At the creation of the \\'Orld, as the creative fiats 
in their turn went forth, the potrntial motions and affinities of 
e11ch species of 11tom became kinetic, and by the concourse of 
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